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CLINICAL SPEECH SERVICES

"...talking to themselves,unceasinglyAmtn spin without end a net of words
by which their thoughte, indeed their destinies, are stayed":"

---Wendell Johnson

I

INTRODUCTION

Speech is by far the most complex actiliity which people engage.

It can be likened to driving a car, typing a letter, playing a piano and

playing a'one-man band all at the same time!

Because it is so Complex, it is not surprising that froulle sometimes

develops. In almost any given population, a certtin numl4r will have speech

'disorders. Estimates of speech disorders In a typical K-12 schoOl poptilation

average around 5%., This would mean that in Merrill, with a school population.

of 4,000, we could expect that about 200 pupils would have speech disorders.

Fortunately, because we have had a relatively effective clinical speech pro-.

gram since 1965, the number of actual cases varies somewhere between 50 and

100 significant problems.

II

PHILOSOPHY -- DIVISION FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, MADISON

A

Several important requirements of the Department of Public Instruction,

Madison, relate to all clinical speech programs in the state. They are:

(1) Each child in a clinical speech program must have a

communication handicap, not just a minor deviation.

(2) Each child must receive adequate services, not just

token attention.

(3) Tile speech clinician mak40 the final judgements as to

which pupil is included in t

(1

inical speech program.
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Implications of the above requirements are:

ft

(a) A significant number of children believed

of'' help are likely to mature out of their

especially before the age of eight.

to be in need

speech deviationb,

(b) The speech clinician sets his own caseload based on need.

Wisconsin sets no maximum or minimum caseload.

(c) Some children need help daily, some less frequently.

(d) If a pupil cannot be considered to-have a handicap by his

teacher, his parents or above all, the clinician, te

cannot be enrolled in the program.

(e) Simple remedial procedures can be carried out by the

teacher, teacher aide, or parent, under the direction

of the clinician.

(f) The speech clinician makes the decision as to whqn

clinical speech-Services should be terminated.

III

PHILOSOPHY -- MERRILL AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The Staff Handbook for Merrill Area Public Schools states, "We believe

that Merrill Area Public Schools should provide the best possible education

commenburdte with our resources so that each student will have an equal oppor-

tunity to achieve his maximum potentia as a member of our democratic society."

(p. 2).4 This goal provides one basis for the clinical speech program, inasmuch

as a speech disorder is often a real detriment to achieving "maximum potential."
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IV

MERRAL AREA PUBLIC SCHOOLS CONCEPT AND PROGRAM

I

he Merrill Area Public Schools has operated a successful Clinical

Speech Program using the concept that premention of speech handicaps and

.speech remediation is a team effort, The responsibility for action'rests-
..

principally on the clinician who'aftdrs as' a team leader, but it is shared

by e parents, teacher,ani teacher aide, who accept soil: responsibility

, for initiating the referral, helping with simple rpmediation procedures,

0 .and re orting back as to the Oogress'of the pupil.

The area of responsibility in the Clinical Speech Program extends.to-
404

the disordervok: severe unitary and mu iple articulation irroblems,

stuttering, cleft palate speech, depyed s eech, language deft ceubral.

alsy speech and hearing impairment.
.

Speech services are initiated by referral to the speech clinicign.
V

There is a standard form for this purpose. Referral is generally made by

the classrOom teacher; but can be made also bythe parents, guidance coun-

selor, psychologist, nurse, family doctor, or any adult concerned about the

child.

Evaluation follows referral. Many pha$es of-the pupil's communication

processes are carefully evaluated. Occasionally further referral is made to

medical, dental, hearing or psychological speCialists. One report of the

.

speech evaluation is sent to the school, one to the Director of Instruction,

ani a copy is ke4 in our permanent records.

A,careful selection is made following evaluation. The pupils NOT

selected are sometimes inactivated immediatily as haVing

deviations. Otherwise, the child is placed on a follow-up program to verify

7
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whether developmental processes will correct the deviation. If not, the

child is considered for therapy at a later date.

Those selected are provided services as frequently as needed. An

mentioned above, often the assistance of the teacher, parent or paraprofes-
,

sional is required to help prdvide for the needs of the pupil. Always, it

is important to report to and work clpsely with the parents and teacher.

Sometimes, the psychologist, nurse, speech and hearing clinic, medical or

dental specialist, or other special service play an important role in the

speech remediation process.J\

Termination from clinical speech is on several levels.'' One is a

"Temporary Graduation" which ia awarded if a pupil has advanced to a point

of relative normalcy and shows promise of being able to continue normal

speech on his own. He is follutied-up and brought'back into the active

clinical speech program if necessary.

ther level is "Permanent Graduation," awarded when it is quite

'certain that the pupil's normal or improvdd speech has stabilized.

Reports are made to' the schools and parents at the end of the school

year. Reports include: problem, progress, future needs, and comments.

V

THE EVALUATION PROCESS

Evaluation 14 an essential part of the Clinical Speech Program,aas,it

points the direction any needed therapy should take. a

The classroom teacher is an important part of the evaluation process,
A

as he or she is usually the prie.to make the referral.

8
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The standard form for making the referral is available in any Merrill

Area Public schools school Office.

4
We feel the information requested on the referral form is essential

for us. Not only is necessary identification material provided, but other

information allows us to judge the urgency of the case and to select the

most needed evaluation procedures.
a

We would like to remind the classroom teacher at this point to try to

make the judgment as to whether or not the puP\il's problem can be considered

II

to be a handicap. If the child's problem cannot be considered as handi-

capping, he cannot be enrolled in the program and should not be referred.

The following would not be considered to be handicaps:

(1) Mild.lipps (unless the parents are concerned)

(2) Deviations of r, 1 and th in grade 1 and kin ergarten

(3) Speech that is somewhat slow, fast, or quiet

) Deviations of sh, ch and j, s and,i)in grade 1 and kindergarten.

The following wouldthe possible handicaps an$0,phould be referred:

(1) Continued difficulty with m, n, and ng, with mouth-breathing

(2) Strong lisps continuing into grade 2 and above

(3) Defective r continuing inhoi'grade 3 and above

(4) Defective t, d, k, or g on kindergarten level or above

(5) Extremely hoarse or rough voice at any grade level

(6) Excessively nasal speech, at any grade level

(7) Consistent stauttering behavior at any grade level

(8) Consistent inability to understand and follow instruction,

(9) Consistent inability to express ideas and needs

(10) Speech that is excessively slow, fast or quiet

(11) Speech that is very hard to understand at any grade level.



1
In cape of any doubt; a referral should be made. In this way, the clinician

will make the judgment as to who should be enrolled.

Generally, these areas are investigated in clinical speech testing:1

(1) Articuation. A standard articulation procedure is used.

Can the pupil pronounce all sounds normally?

(2) Comprehension of oral verbal symbols. Is the pupil's

understanding of words and sentences adequate for his age?

(3) Expressive vocabulary.k Does the pupil have an adequate

ability to name items and abstractions?

(4) Syntax. Can the pupil-formulate sentences normally?

Sometimes average,sentence length and use of essential

words are below expectation's.

(5) Oral coordination. Do the lips, tongue, soft palate

and jaw move adequately, especially in complicated

coordinated movements? '

(6) Dental and.oral adequacy. Are tooth alignment, palate

elevation opening in nasopharynx adequate for normal

speech?

(7) Attitude. Does the pupil respond positively? Or does

he react defensively?

(8) Ability. Does the pupil have the necessary intellectual

resources to make any needed progress?

(9) Responsiveness. Does the pupil respond well in a trial

therapy situation?

(10). Hearing. Is hearing adequate for communication?

10
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In addition to these procedures, in Merrill we have the services of

the psychologist and Title I diagnostician who, if/needed, administer the

following helpful diagnostic tests among others:

a

4

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities
0

Wechsler Pre - School and Primaty Scale for Children

Wechslei Intelligence Scale for Children

Peabody Individual Achievement Test

Wepman Test of Auditory Discrimination

VI

TEACHER PARTICIPATION IN THERAPY PROCEDURES

Teachers are requested to do the following things while the pupil is

actively participating in the Clinical SpeecgProgram:

(1) See to it that the pupil ig on time.

(2) Most students are given assignment slips. Ask to see

the assignment and remind the student to complete it.

tS
(3) At the clinician's request, help the student strengthen

certain new skills he has learned in speech therapy.

(4) Report to the clinician as to progress the pupil is

. showing.

(5) Help the clinician decide when therapy can be discontinued.

These.are things that teachers can do to help any child learn te be a

better speaker, but especially those with problems:

(1) Speak slowly, pleasantly, clearly, anc4simply.

(2) Use "accepting and shaping" responses. If a child says, "I thee

you have a pair"of net thooths," you say, "Yes! I'm glad you

noticed my shoes!"

fl
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A

(3) Helii develop a strong self-I.:liege by success experiences.

Speech is learned. -Learning takes place best in a person

who'is happy and confident.

(4) Have fun talking with the children. What they say is

important to them. Be eure to let them know it is

important to you.

VII

ADDENDA

A. Neurology and Physiology of Speech

We are equipped with an exceedingly well-developed brain and speech

apparatus for the production of speech. Our brain is estimated to have

about lomo,000,000 (10 billion) cells in the cortex alone. Possibly at

least 4 billion cortical cells are involved in the process of speech. This

is required for idea formation, word retrieval, verbal expression and com-

prehension.

Also, our tongue, lips, soft palate, and vocal cords are much more

agile and responsive than they would need to be for just eating andpbreath-

holding. They seem to be highly developed for the specific functions of

speech. (This should be very interesting from the standpoints of religion

and philosophy!)

B. The Processes of Speech and Language

For.7 idea to be transmitted from one person to another, the following

sequences must take place:

(A) The speaker must generate an idea.

(B) The idea must be transformed into a sequence of words.

a

(C) The sequence of.words is transformed into an exceedingly

12
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complex and combined serifs of movements of the lips,

tongue, vocal cords, soft palate, j aw and muscles of

`breathing.

1 '
(D) The movements are transmitted as sound, via air, to

op

the listener.
o,

(E) The listener hears the sounds, which have frequencies

of from 50 to 8;000..cycles-per-second.,
a

.

(F) The sound-sequences are recognized as.word units.

(0) The word-units are assembled to form ideas.'
-t>

(In-many

-.cases, especially with abstract and complex ide4, the

listener formulates an idea that is significantly dif-
,

ferent from that-inte-Ii4ed by Ell Speaker.)

C D

Movements Movements

Idea Word of of air

'Symbols

ot,3

.-Tongue,

Lips, etc.
molecules
(sound)

E'

Hearing
ofd

Souua'

Word . Idea

Recognition Recognition

The processes of communication can break down at any level.

13
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C. What Are The Speech Disorders?-

In 'schools, these are generally the most frequently observed problems:-

(A) Lisping. (Level C). In these cases, the tongue is improperly ,
0

placed for s, sometimes sh, ch, or j. A central lisp

maypoccur in which the tongue comes between the teeth for any

of the above sounds, causing a th-like sound: thing for sing.

A lateral lisp is produced when the tongue is placed so that the

air escapes from the side rather than the front. The s has a

L distorted, almost sh-tlike sound: skiing for sing.
4

Case:- Jack, a second grader was referred and was fourid to have

a strong central lisp. He had to b,e taught to pronounce s and z

with his tongue behind his teeth rather than between his teeth:,

(Careful positioning procedures are necessary for this.) WheOL

he was-able to say s and s-z words well, his clinician and tkacher

helped him practice and_use normal speech. He has now been gradu-
A

ated from the program, aft 37 lessons.

Case: Fred, an intelligent fburth grader, was discovered to have

a severe lateral'Iisp on s, z, sh, ch, zh, and j. He was

motivated to improve his disordered speech. Re quickly learned to

Ay the above sounds-normally. Soon he was saying them in words.

It took only 5 lessons to achieve a complete correction.

.

(B) Other Art4culaiory Disorders (Level C).' It is sometimes observed

that a pupil has trouble articulating 1 (wady for lady), r (wed

for red), i(pan for fan) t (koy for toy), k (tum for come) eh (tins

for thing) sh (tee for she). -Almost any consonant or vowel sound

can be defective.

14



It can be asked, ,do not children outgrow these kinds of speech

probleitls? Are they not simply indications of immaturity?

Answer: In certain cases, yes. We can expect that a child in

,kindergarten, first grade and econd grade mayhaire some aid-

culatory disordeis as a result of incomplete development of the

.speech systems. JA6wever, almost no "outgrowing" Of articulatory

disorders occurs after giade 2.

more r problems, and many lisps

SY

(We have seen several 1 'problems,

on the secondary level.)

,Case: Frank, an intelligent kindeigarten pupil, was found to say

w for f (wan for fan), e(wlan for 'sun), v (west for vest), sh (we

for she), 1 (wet for let), r (wed for red), th (win for thin),

(win for chin), and j (wack for jack). There was some chance that

Frank would "outgrow" his problem. However, since nobody could

understand him, it was decided to consider him as handicapped and

include him in speech therapy for, more rapid correction. In kinder-

garten, he learned to say f words correctly. As a first gradeT, he

learned the other consonants .and consonant blends. His teacher

helped him practice his new skills, and,

helped 'him practice and use these sounds

second grader, he now has,normal speech.

needed.

later, a tesher aide

during the week. As. a

Forty-seven lessons were

(C) Stuttering. (Level C - after B and A as well), Stuttering is a

fascinating and frustrating divider, especially in the later grades

and secondary levels.

It is incorrect to lump all kinds of repea'ed and blocked speech as

stuttering. Many young children, about 3-5 years'of age, do a con-

siderable'alnount of repeating in the process offormulating

and sentences (Can-can-can- go?) ,(Levels'A and 15
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Can this be called stuttering? Some specialists take this

liberty, but it would seem more accurate to refer to these

problems as minor difficulties associated with neurological

end ,speech development, rather thanLto assign the name'"stut-

terinr, suggesting a pathology.

o

"Stuttering" should be reserved for the disorders-ofspeech

/ ,

in which muscular tension, fording, repetition and embarassment

play apart.
1

Case: James ties followed-from the kindergarten level to the
S.,

third grade. Stuttering was becoming severe as he entered the

third grade. As he Spoke, he would often hold his breath and

then force: '"Uh-uh-uh-uh-I uh-uh-want to uh-tih-uh-drive a truck._".

This symptom (vocal fold adduction) is often an indication of

true stuttering.

James had to be shown how to talk easily, and keep his voice-
.

5
..,

,,box relaxed, for reading, reciting, and conversation. He is now

a fifth grader, has had 70 lessons, and is in most situations a,

)

normal speaker unless excited, when he sometimes reverts to his

old habit of stuttering. He has been recently given a Temporary

Graduation.

(D) Cleft-Palate Speech. (Level C). Sometimes a child is born with

an incomplete division (cleft-palate) between his nose and mouth.°

This must be remedied by surgery, a Mechanical (prosthetic) ap-

pliance, or both: Often a child, after surgery and after' an

appliance is fitted, needs therapy to learn tp articulate words

correctly.
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Case: Bill"was started in speech therapy as a kindergarten

pupil. He hail -a-cle t palate and 1 p as a baby, and had sur-
.

1

gery which incompl tely closed the opening in his palate. As

a result of learning to talk with an incomplete palate and

__paving no chance to build up pressures for the tongue-tip

-sounds (t-d-s-z-sh-ch-j7th), he learned to use back-tongue

V

Sounds and said: koy for toy, kee'fdr see, gik for dish; etc.

Tongue-tip exercises helped Bill learn to place the tongue-tip

correctly. Later, he was fitted with a prostheticappliance

to Assist him develop tie intra-oral pressures Irequired by

speech. He had had ov,r 100 lessons in speech therapy, mil is

's-

noW a( no al speaker, except for a trace of nasali;:y.

(E) Dysnomia. (Level B)'.

of the right word for

hesitate with a great

.

word.

Pupils with this problem cannot think

things when they talk. Sometimes they

many -ums- as they search for the right

Case: - Iorothy was referred as .a stutterer. Closer examination

showed she was dysnomic: she could not remember'the name for

ship, horse, fireman, etc. as.she spoke. Brain damage seemed

to.be the cause, as Dorothy has a clumsy walking pattern; she

drags her feet, is left-handed and,has a severe reading disorder.

.Sbe has had over 95 skpAons. She can associate most pictures

with their printed names, but still she has some trouble naming

either the word or the picture, She follows directions well,

but it appears that she will always have a residual dysnomia.

17
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(F) Hard of Hearing Speech. (Levels I: C, E, F, .G). A persim
/-)

6 -6

whq,has had a hearing disorder for a long time is usually

easy to identify. He, even after,much speech work, usually

Lwits the sounds he doesn!t hear (usualy s-sh-ch and says

tee for see) and may speak with a strained voice. He usually

is adequately oriented as to concrete items, but he-is dis-

oriented as to,the more abstract meanings. 'He has difficulty

with: associate, greed, wayward, responsible and foreign,

but he can tell you all about cars, houses, people, and rabbits.

pepple with hearing losses need speech and lip-reading 1e1p,

but in addition, they need to have their horizons broadened

. so as to understand abstract words-that are easily understo

by their peers.

Case: Sam 'entered school with an unrecognized and savere

hearing los:-olt was not until he was well into is kinder-

garten year that his loss was recognized; he was previously

considered as having\ an emotional problem! His loss was almost

in the deaf ratite.

After considerable speech:and language therapy, Sam has learned

to lip-read well, and has a good basic vocabulary. He needs to

be more careful about s articulation, as he will tend to say

rite for nice, and bitiko for bicycle.

.His major difficulty is in understanding mean,ngs of ambiguous

and abstract words. If asked to take a hammer back, he may hide

it,,behind his, back. (Lack of understanding more than one meaning
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L.)

for back.) In addition, he' as trouble with words readily

Understood by his classmate , as: combination, appearance,

disCance, accurate; introduce. As a result he is bissIng

,much of the material, and is increasing1y frustrated with,

academics. dever, he should be able to make a good adjust-

ment in some skilled vocation in which understanding of ab-,

stract language is unimportant.

A CONCLUDING THOUGHT

We, indeed, "stay our thoughts and our destinies" by the thingywe

utter day after day. Speech is not only the most complex, but also pro -

bably the most important activity in which we engage,

It is essential for human relations and optimum progress in solving

1
our problems, that eople be enabled to express themselves as clearly as

possible, without eing encumbered by communication handicaps or fear of

listener disapproval.

Thus, all of us involved in reducing or solving communication dis-

abilities - clinician, parents, teachers, aides - share in the exciting

. process of improving the human situation, and we clearly'are directly, or

indirecty, involved in helping each other face and possibly solve problems

that trouble and divide us.
Cyr
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